FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
FAMOUS IN LOVE (FREEFORM TV SERIES)
SAVANNAH SHIFLET-- The new FreeForm TV series in the genre of drama, written by Rebecca Serle, Famous
In Love, starring Bella Thorne, who plays Paige Townsen, is about a college student who goes out to audition for
the movie Locked. The pressure of being in the media 24/7 is a big life change for Paige, a dream of her’s is finally
becoming a reality.
The star of the movie Locked, Rainer Devon played by Carter Jenkins. When Devon notices Paige at the first
audition he immediately is attracted to her, when Jordan Wilder (Keith Powers) lands a role in the movie, Paige’s
new life gets crazier than ever. Paige struggles to balance out her personal life and her work life, she tries to
maintain good grades while memorizing lines, she also deals with a co-star who is in love with her, and keeping a
good relationship with her two best friends. Paige’s life is no longer ordinary as she starts to realize how crazy the
Hollywood life can be.
During the first season when Rainer’s mom Nina, a producer on the show, hires on Jordan, an ex best-friend of
Rainers. Jordan hooks up with star singer, Tangey played by Pepi Sonuga, who was dating Rainer at the time of
this incident. From here Rainer’s life starts to take a turn. Rainer is also a recovering addict and he relapses when
he finds out who his dad really is and all the stress that comes with the Hollywood life style. This is among some
of the life changes that Rainer has to deal with throughout the show.
Famous in Love shows the reality of the Hollywood life style in many aspects and how stressful life can be in
general for anybody. I like watching this show because it’s the reality for some people and it’s also fantasy that
only a select few get to experience, in this show you get to see an upcoming stars life from not only her point of
view, but other people’s point of view as well and how it effects the different relationships of life.
Famous in Love was released on April 18, 2017, the show has a 7.1 rating out of 10. There are 10 episode each
ranging from 38-42 minutes. You can watch the full first season of Famous in Love on FreeForm.com now.
Famous in Love is an exciting show with many points of suspense throughout each episode, a love triangle gone
wrong. This show is mainly directed toward young women. I would suggest watching this show if you love a
romantic, comedy take place in an upcoming stars life.

